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fact of all science, an essei.tial part
of any synthesis. He says:

Matter, says the spectr-. scope, is
essentiaUy the same ev« r> where,
in the earth and the sun, in the
comet that visits us once in a thou-
£»uu jcais, 111 mc siai i"»»t uistanceis incalculable, aw? in the
great clouits of "tire-mist" that we
call netulae.
That is" one of the cornerstones

of ail science.
IV.

In the second part of the book we
approach a statement of the great
(Antral doctrine, that may be best
summed up in the one word.Evolution.Indeed, throughout, that doctrineis necessarily taken ,-oinewhat

'. for granted, as a starting point,
though, of course, it is no mere
hypothesis without abundant proof.
But when he says, speaking of the
posaioiuues 01 me on aiar.,. that if
there are life forms there, ' we may
confidently say that they would tend
toward increasing intelliger ce." there
is an implied "therefore" which the
metaphysician might quest.rn. But
if any one does raise that objection
the scientist is abundantly ready for
him, with an overwhelming array oi
facts, which, if they eta nr amount
to an absolutely satisfactory metaphysicalproof, are none the less a
thoroughly valid scientific demonstration.Prof. Thomson says,
frankly:

The idea or evolution, that the
present is the child of the past and
the parent of the future cannot
be proved as one may piove the
law of gravitation. All that can be
done is to show that it is a key

that fits the facts. There!
Is no lo«.k that it does not « pen.
Elsewhere he points out that there

hre retrogressive movements, interruptions.false starts, but teat "evolutionis on the whole totIterative;
that is to say, it makes against instabilityand disorder and towards
harmony and progress. . . The
advance of animal life through the
ages has been chequered, bat on the
whole it has been an advance toward
increasing fullness, freedom and fitnessof life. In the study of this
advance.the central fact of Organic
Evolution.there is assuredly much
ior man s Instruction and much for
his encouragement.'"
That is the gist of the book; a

progressive integration, a steady
combination and recombination of
elements to the making of a finer
pattern of the whole. Obviously
science can set no termini at either

v end, for there is no end or beginning.but a constant becoming. Yet
there is a sort of scientific teleologyas impressive as any other.
far more impressive, indeed, to the
uaderatanding mind than any other
.in this eternal movement toward a

"state of things better, in any sense
of the word, than what went before.
The idea, of course, is not new. It
was glimpsed in primitive BuddhSn,
and Empedocles and many otner
greeks saw it- But \\ l»ut is new {&
the mo<l<-rn understanding of it. and
the tremendous array of facts, gatheredfrom all the sciences thft show
it to be. indeed, the master key of
the universe.

V.
The bulk of the book is devoted

to more or less detailed examination
of many of these evolutionary facts.
First, we have the story of the
beginning of the earth itself, its
preparation as a home for life, the
appearance of the first living creatures.the beginning of bodies (as
distinct from unicellular life); the
development of sex. and then a rapid
t#urvey of the long procession of life
through the ag.*s. Thin follows a

(Consideration of various factors in
snivrcll flti'l nlnnf m-itH «

lens and immensely interesting
chapter on "adaptations to environment."and another on the "struggle
for existence." He show,si at many
points that we still'lapfc detail; that
there are still debatable matters, but
that they in no way impair the genraldoctrine.
Next he turns to man himself,

"the ascent of man," gi\ Ing the evi.denceIn large detail, physiological,
embryological and archaologka!,
tra ing the rise along the common
simian stem to the final divergence,
fwhh-h he places, tentatively, somewherein the Oligocene about a mil1Hon years ago (figures of course are

highly tentative) from the apes, and
noting thereafter the divergence
from our own human stem of the
humanoid creatures like the Pithecanthropusand expei internal men
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of the Heidelberg, Neanderthal
and Piltdown varieties. It is an

admirably lucid summary, sWilfully
avoiding matters still in dispute
which.none of them being material
.may be laid aside without impairingthe whole demonstration. He
also issues the often needed warningthat the whole science of anthro-
pology is still very young. The
spade may reveal a great deal, but
it is not at all likely to upset the
basic facts.
At this point the book pauses to

discuss the present continuance of
evolution and the evolutionary prospectfor man as well as for the other
animals and plants. These presentdaypictures of the process actually
going on are highly illuminating and
have a certain novelty that much of
ihe rest of the book necessarily
lacks.

He then turns back to a knottier
question, in the chapter on "the
dawn of mind." This is one of the
most valuable in the book, but it
defies condensation. It cannot, as

yet, rea^h any dogmatic or very
positive conclusion, but it indicates
a. sound hperinniner nf stndv Hp

brings out usefully the dangers of
confusing instinct, automatic reflexesand responses of habit to
stimuli with truly perceptive or rationalprocesses. And beyond perceptualinference, or intelligence,
lies reason and the ability to think
in generalities, abstractions, conceptualcerebration. These, so far as
we know belong only to man. How
and where the mind, as it exists
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IX all mystery stories in which the
mystery is not delved into exclusivelyby professional detectives

there is one character absolutely essentialto the mechanism. It is the
bored young man who by accident is

caught in the web of the mystery
and takes it upon himself to solve it.
lie is encountered, of course, early in

the story, and may be recognized at

o'nee because all ground for suspicion
against hiin is immediately removed.
He is an irresponsible youngster

with a keen interest in people. If:

an Englishman, a fond old uncle who!
grew rich in the Indian service, has

usually left him a comfortable annuity.It is no trick at all for him
to take a few weeks off from doing
nothing to pit his wits against those
of Scotland Yard. The young Americanmay enjoy similar advantages,
or he may be a struggling beginner
in a profession, whose absence from
'his office on studio is purely his own
affair.
Accordingly we do not claim for

ourself any exceptional keenness of
perception when we turned to the
first page of "The Deaves Affair"
(Doran). by Hulbert Footner. and
discovered Mr. Evan Weir sitting
very much» out of sorts in his WashingtonSquare studio.
"Evan Weir's pipe was foul," we

road; "he threw it down with an exclamationof disgust. Its foulness
was symbolic; everything was out of
kilter. He looked at the picture he
had been painting for a week.rotten'. . . He paced up and down
the room wondering what the devjj.
was the matter with liim; he couldn't
work; h$ couldnt read; his friends
bored him; life was as flat as beer'
dregs."
Of course it was. Everybody knows

mat IV aoout thi - i>"lnt Evan iloIcided to cnuCk painting for that day
niiyhow that he went out for a walk
and before the end of the chapter

on the mystery he was pre-
destined to solve.

Mediocre Mystery.
IX Evan's case the mystery centere<tabout old Simeon Deaves. a

miserly and eccentric capitalist, who
with his family, has been subjected
for u»me time to organized black-
mail. The old man's cupidity and his
peculiarities are continually involv-
ins him in trouble during his yralks
about the city, and the money is ex-

torted. by a threat .of publicity each t
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in man. began is still a problem, el
About all that science can as yet e

say is the dictum of Prof. Ladd, a

formulated forty years ago, that as n

we know it the relation of brain e

and min'1. is one of "reciprocal inter- c

conditionation." We do not mind as o

apart from the brain. It almost fol- ii
lows that the potentiality of mind i
has existed from the beginning. s

whatever we may mean by beginning.Prof. Thomson summarizes: ,e
Perhaps the life of the organ- r

ism is always a unity, at one time f
appearing more conspicuously as a

mind-body, at anotner as body- t
mind. The most important fact ^
is that neither aspect can be left
out. By no jugglery with words
fan tv-"» pot minrl mif nf mattop a

and motion* And since we are in *
ourselves quite sure of our mind, t
we are prdbably safe in 3aying I
that in the beginning was mind. r

But it must be remembered that <3
he is not using that phrase at all v
in the sense of the Logos. The plain, f
bald truth is that we do not know.

So, too, the problem of the origin 0

of life, as distinct from the inorganic, f
is still unsolved, though here, it may c

be, the chemists may yet have some- t
thing decisive to report. Prof. Thorn- t
son touches the topic but briefly. s

Properly so, since there is as yet no j
scientific answer. r

VI. o

The final chapter of this volume e

deals with the "Foundations of the o

Universe." in the atom, or its parts. «

It is a remarkably full though short it
discussion of the recent discoveries w

of radio-activity, the theory of the

wt />
'hispermg b
tin That No Mystery [,
Name Unless It PreIanof Independent cp
msible Habits.
D ADAMS. h

t.
time old Deaves gets himself in an- o

other mess. h
Perhaps our opinion of Mr. Foot- s

ner's yarn would be higher had we F
not read immediately afterward an- h
other mystery story, "The Red House h
Mystery" (Dutton), by A. A. Milne, e

which was so incomparably its supe-
rior that "The Deaves Affair" seemed S

pretty poor stuff.
Mr. Footner's mystery dissipates 11

rapidly. Midway through the book '

one knows about what to expect, but i11
Mr. Milne leads you on to build up j>!
one explanation after another, injectsone suspicion after another1 ^

which becomes conviction, and then
surprises you utterly. j "

We grant that Mr. Footner providesa thrill or two. particularly
when the blackmailers capture Evan
and carry him off to their hea.tquar-
ters in The Pronx. We leave him
facing the secret circle, which has
just informed him that he must be
put out of the way.
"Are you ready?" demanded the

harsh voice unexpectedly close.
"Shoot and be damned to you!"

said Kvan.
He felt a little rim of cold steel

pi ».«i»i t ins mifw v-tin
that touch all Ryan's agony rolled
aw^'. After all, wl#t was life but
a jest? Thatlfc God! lie i^ac not a

coward!
The other man was still speaking.

Good God! would he never have
done! "I will give you 'hi word."
Thwi he begun to count: "One two,
three!"
Evan cried gayly: "So long, all!"

An Excellent Murder.

THK \ersatile Mr. Milne, with his
first venture into the field, has

.captured the technique of the detectivestory completely. It is n it demandedthat mystery be aceoinpa-
,:.VU If; IKIIIM ,. k/Ul » III 11 HI" I WO

are MBtiMi as in this COM, the I
ros.dt is rare entertainment. It Is a I
jaded reader who will not flr-I his I
iattmt quickened bjr -The Red I
House Mystery."
The indisj.. r.-tbii yo t l" en- yturer.is present in the parson of

Mr. Antony tiiliinghain. who has InheritedN00 a year. We hyd no
loubt whatever of his membership in
the fraternity when we :»ad that
"his idea of seeing the world nns to
see. not countries, but peopl?. ami
to see them from as many ang'os a*
possible. There are ail sorts ir Londonif you ktow how to loo I: fol
them. So Antony looked at *.bem
from various strange corners; f.oro
the viewpoint f the valet, the newspaperreporter, the waiter, the shop
assistant. With the independente of

^
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lectron, the Interrelations of the
lements, the new views of matter,
nd finally of electricity in manifold
nanifestations, heat, light and the
leraents of "physics" in general, inludingEinstein and the latest theries.Here, too, the book succeeds
n being extraordinarily lucid, dealngwith very difficult matters in
uch way as to be fully intelligible.
While it is most important as an

ssay upon science as a whole, the
nere seeker after the newest data will
ind an abundance here. There is
,lso enough in each department
reated to serve as a sort of introluetionfor further study. Moreover,
t is so appetizingly presented that it

lways rouses further curiosity. It
s hard 10 imagine any one reading
he chapter of "The Romance of the
leavens" without wanting to know
nore of astronomy and of its latest
liscoveries. That is one of the great
alues of the book.its incitement to

urther effort.
It is very well made, with numerusillustrations, many of them in

ull color. When complete it will
ontain forty colored plates and more

han 800 other illustrations. Some of
he color printing is not altogether
uccessful, but the average is high,
t is a colossal undertaking, a true

ublic service. Indeed, one may say
f it that it may well prove to be,

ven an epoch-making performance
f incalculable value as a step toward
rider and better education, and thus
self a step of importance in the forrardevolution of humanity.

H. It. PANGBORN.

rallery
400 a year behind him. he an;oyed
t immensely. He never stayed long
a one job, and generally closed his
onnectlon with it by telling hi-- emloyerexactly what he thougnr ol
im."
And Antony runs true to form in
is manner of encountering the mva-

?ry at the Red House. Traveling
n a holiday, he gets oft at Wood-
am because he liked the look of th<
tation. The innkeeper mentions the
ted House, and Antony recall! that
e has a letter in his pocket from
is old friend Bill Beverley, a week-
nd guest at the house. What more
.atural than to walk up and see
nod old Bill?
As Antony comes down the drive
e hears a man banging at a door in
he hall of the Red House and shoutig."Open the door, I say; open the
oort" The master of the Red House
! found lying in the room with a
ullet through his head.
We must say no more. It's danerousbusiness to talk about mys-

?ry stories in anything but the most
eneral terms,'and we have no inI
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Doubleday, Page & Co.
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The Bright
By ALGERNON

Author of "Julius Le Vallon,'
Not even this author, for a

terious, has presented a i

tion than this. The novel
romance, mystery, and be

$2.00. Any bookstore can supi

E. P. DUTTON & CO., 681

tention of providing you with a clue.
Mr. Milne fooled us too often.

Super Mysteries.
WITH the very definite picture

he has in his mind of "the

other side," we wonder if it has occurredto Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
that when he passes over there will
be marvelous possibilities for SherlockHolmes. Sir Arthur has assured
us that we shall not find the ordinarytrappings of life missing when
we die. There are to be gardens and

libraries and all that sort of thing,
and we naturally suppose there will

be mystery stories. With ectoplasm
at his finger tips. Holmes should be
-t-i_ .Am. vorv pood effects.
JUIC IV fj<-l Cjvu.v o

We picture hira amazing his spirit
acquaintances.

"I beg your pardon," Holmes will
remark; "I see you lived in the early
part of the fourteenth century and
that you were very fond of hunting
the wild boar."
"You amaze me," says the spirit,

open mouthed.
Holmes smiles and tells him: "It's

very simple. I noticed that you eat
your meat with your fingers and.
knowing that you were a gentleman
in your time, I naturally supposed
you went in for the things that
amused gentlemen In your day."
We do not think the conversation

would be dissonant with the sort of
future life Sir Arthur ima^mea.
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is an unusual novel, so strong and
appealing is its story of the conquestof a repressive environment.
It is one of Miss Wylie's most individualand successful portraits.

$2.00 at any bookstore.

E. P- Dutton & Co., 681 5th Are., N. Y.
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BLACKWOOD

' "The Wolves of Cod." etc. *"

11 his mastery of the mys-noreremarkable conceptsa veritable treasure of
auty.
j/y it; or it can be had from
Fifth Avenue, New York
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